
 

CQUni Zoom Activity Sheet 

Get Started as a Zoom Host  

Background 
This document assumes a familiarity with Zoom meetings as a Participant (see Get Started as Zoom Participant 

activity sheet).  This document introduces important topics for the Zoom meeting Host.  Zoom also support webinars, 

with support for up to 500 participants at CQUniversity.  Difference between meetings and webinars are covered in 

the Get Started with Zoom Webinar activity sheet.   

Schedule a Meeting 
Normally, the meeting Host will be the person who scheduled the meeting.  Important scheduling options are: 

Recurring meeting: Normally, after the end date/time, a meeting is no longer available.  A recurring meeting has no 

end date – it is available until it is deleted.  This makes it easy to reuse a meeting link; but, see Constraint below. 

Audio option:  Both is recommended. This provides the participant with the option to join the meeting by phone if 

they cannot use the microphone and/or speaker on the device they are using.   

Join before host:  This enables participants to join a meeting at any time – from the moment it is scheduled, until 

the end of the meeting; or, for a recurring meeting, until the meeting is deleted; but, see Constraint below. 

Use Personal Meeting ID (PMI):  A PMI is just the ID of a recurring meeting.  Corp Account owners can change their 

PMI to an easier number to remember, to simplify ad hoc meetings; at least, that’s the idea       

Constraint:  A recurring meeting with join before host enables participants to join the meeting at any time.  However, 

if the person who scheduled the meeting is in another meeting that they scheduled, a participant trying to join the 

recurring meeting will see a “Waiting for host” message.         

Alternate Hosts: An Alternate Host is a user who has been nominated by the person who scheduled the meeting to 
join the meeting as Host.  This Advanced Option is only available through the Zoom website (https://cqu.zoom.us).  
Note: The Constraint identified above still applies.   

Host Key: The Host Key for a meeting can be used by a participant to Claim Host in a meeting with no Host.  The Host 
Key for a meeting is the Host Key of the person who scheduled the meeting.  As a CQUni Corp Account owner, your 
personal Host Key is visible through your profile (https://cqu.zoom.us/profile), and can be changed if required.    
Note: The Constraint identified above still applies. 

Invite Participants to a Meeting 

A CQUni Meeting URL looks like this:   

                     https://cqu.zoom.us/j/<Meeting ID>   (where Meeting ID is a 9-digit or 10-digit number) 

For a meeting with Meeting ID 617856502, the meeting URL is:  https://cqu.zoom.us/j/617856502  

This is all participants need to join a meeting.  In fact, existing Zoom users can Join by simply entering the Meeting ID. 

For a scheduled meeting, the Meeting ID is show in the list of Upcoming meetings (below left).  To invite participants 

to a meeting, click Copy and paste the copied text (below right) into an email.  The text includes the Meeting URL 

(highlighted), Australian phone numbers to join 

the meeting, and a link to International numbers, 

if required (delete otherwise).         

The copied text also includes information on joining the meeting from other systems (not shown above), which you 

may wish to delete from your email.  To join a Zoom meeting from other systems, contact Teaching Technology 

Support (TTS) on x52666.  To join a Zoom meeting to a CQUni Cisco video conference, see back of this sheet.     
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Join Zoom meeting to a Cisco Video Conference 

CQUni uses Cisco video conference (VC) systems.  For some time at CQUni, Virtual Meeting Rooms (VMR) have been 

used for self-serve conferences.  All CQUni staff have a personal VMR, which is a VMR with a Conference ID derived 

from the user’s desk phone extension.  Someone with a phone extension of 12345, has a personal VMR of 3312345.  

Having a personal VMR makes it easy to schedule a conference: 

 book Cisco VC rooms using Web Room Booking 

 inform participants of the Conference ID for the meeting (your personal VMR) 

 participants in a Cisco VC room Call the Conference ID provided (your personal VMR) 

 participants joining from Jabber Call the same Conference ID (your personal VMR)  

All of this can all be done as a self-service.  And now you can also connect a Zoom meeting to your personal VMR as a 

self-service too.  Motivations for connecting a Zoom meeting to a CQUni VC are: 

 to make it easy for non-CQUni participants to join a CQUni VC (just give them the Zoom meeting URL) 

 enables CQUni staff travelling overseas to join the conference (via Zoom meeting) 

 enables CQUni staff on a poor Internet connection to join the conference (via Zoom meeting) 

Joining a Zoom meeting to a VMR is easy.  On a computer, start the Zoom meeting and click Invite (right).  

That will open the dialog shown on the right.  That 

dialog provides three main tabs:  

 Invite by Email: invite participants by email 

 Invite by IM: invite by immediate message (IM) 

 Invite a Room System: join meeting to VC system 

To join your Zoom meeting to a VMR: 

1) click Invite a Room System tab 

2) click the Call Out tab 

3) tick the SIP radio button 

4) enter VMR followed by “@cqu.edu.au” (right) 

5) click Call button  

If you experience problems, contact TTS on x52666. 

Host a Meeting 
A meeting Host has all of the options available to 

a meeting Participant, and more.  On a computer, 

the Participants option becomes a Manage Participants option, providing control over meeting participants (above).  

The Host also gets a Breakout Rooms option and, if the meeting was scheduled, a Polls option.  Options that are only 

available to the meeting Host are as follows:    

Manage Participants – options for individual participant: 

 Stop/Start Video – to stop/start video of participant  

 Spotlight Video – to spotlight participant (as if they spoke)  

 Make Host – to make participant the meeting Host 

 Allow Record – to let participant record (only on a computer)  

 Rename – to change participant name (seen by everyone) 

 Put on Hold – to show “on hold” message with no audio 

 Remove – to remove participant from meeting 

Manage Participants – options for all participants: 

 Mute/Unmute All 

 Mute Participants On Entry 

 Lock Meeting – to stop other participants joining   

 Lock Screen Share – to stop participants Sharing content 

Note: With cosmetic differences, all options covered on this sheet are available on all devices, even phones.  

However, the Polls and Breakout Rooms options are not available on a mobile device.   


